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Core Market Shift
Home Comforts, Stay Home Bra, Bodywear Revoultion, 
Sheer & Breathable

Trend Observations
Femme Dominance 
Graphical Expression 
Botanical Nostalgia 
Lush & Exotic Embroidery 
Luxe-Leisure 
Sleep to Street

Fashion Shape
Dress-up Bralette, Cami Set, Bodysuit, Bustier Top

Trend Detail
Statement Straps, Creative Gores, Cutout Placement

SS 22 Colourcard



Awareness of Sustainability and comfort, Lounge Bra designed to 
give a natural lift and enchanced shape in total comfort. Timeless 
product that last beyond fashion seasons and that are versatile  & 
lasting style is WHAT WOMEN WANTS for “New Normal lifestyle”

Home Comforts

Chantelle-SoftStretch HeistHoneylove

Victoria’s Secret

Skims
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Stay home Bra

Oysho

Skin Skims

Free People x Cosabella
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Neiwai

Pull-on, stretch bras without wires that can be worn all day and are support-
ive enough for light workouts or comfortable enough to sleep in are influ-
enced by sports bras
Wide, supportive underband and Highapex cup provide support you love 
while remaining flexible to move with your body.
With concern towards the environment market goes for nautral materail such 
as Modal, bamboo Jerseys and Tencel are naturally soft and breathable



Skin Skims
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Ribbed, pointelle & Waffle knits continue to trend across apparel, loungewear 
and intimates, with soft knit bralettes becoming part of layered loungewear 
looks and stay home style. 

ZARA

COS

Kiki de montparnasse

Skims

For love & Lemons



Inclusivity and body positivity have shifted the consumer and product 
narrative in shapewear. The next generation of Shapewear offer, Prioritise all 
day comfort via targeted support for greater share of the underwear market.
Replace firm fabrics that restrict and compress with lighter semi-sheer mesh.
Body positivity means shapewear is not about all-over suppression, it’s 
about enhancing natural curves.

Heist

COS

Skims
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Bodywear Revoultion



This modern range of shapewear is designed to act 
as a toning second skin to subtly smooth out and 
refine the silhouette. Supportive fabrics are light-
weight and finishes and details such as sections of 
delicate transparency, fine strapping and high-leg 
visual effects are feminine and sensual.

Victoria’s Secret Honeylove

Spanx

Dorina

Fortnight



CUUP
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Sheer & Breathable

NEGATIVE

Semi-sheer mesh is made in power mesh offer a 
more second skin natural shaping in upadded 
modern silhouettes with satin clean-edge finishing 
bring feminity to a versatile, lightweight style.

Spacer foam gives and maintain a flattering shape 
extremely smooth and comfortable against the skin.

Savage

EtamCosabella 
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Premium Basics
A fusion of a fashion and active style, brands offering timeless 
Luxury minimalism pieces in lightweight Texture mesh in optimal 
comfort & Support.

Beija

Else

OPAAK

Adina Reay



  Trend Observations

Femme Dominance

Rokh

Koché

Dries Van Noten

New Seductive design item to be treasured, not trashed.

Inspired by the trend for #sheers and fine statement strapping, 
this special boudoir set offers something luxe and sexy to 
treasure beyond party season.

Agent ProvocateuriBluebella



  Trend Observations

Multi Elastic strap

Multi Elastic Strap Peek - a - Boo

Peek - a - Boo

Lace up

Bondage Frame

Hardware

Multi Elastic Strap



  Trend Observations

Graphical Expression
Artistic floral, Abstract graphic embroidery designs are 
increadibly modern in ginat scales and placement in 
contraste outlines.

LIVY

Eres

Maison Lejaby

Intimissimi

LOU

LOU

Tisja Damen



  Trend Observations

Botanical Nostalgia

For love & lemon

Invest in florals, vintage nostalgia and scale-up florals as catwalks show 
allover uptick for the first time in four seasons.
especially for intimates and sleepwear where floral are the most accessible 
print route.



Edge O Beyond

  Trend Observations



Coco De Mer

  Trend Observations

Lush & Exotic Embroidery
A wide offer of very decorated product with high value decoration. 
Major focus on embroidery rather than lace, especially floral motifs 
fine springy sketchy leaves on classic underwire structure with 
near-transparent cup is deocrated with bold emmroidered flower 
using luxe and Satin thread or applique.

Fleur Du Mal

Dita Von Teese

Myla
Victoria’s SecretEtam

Mark & Spencer



A focus on new decoration aesthetics and on the multi-facted 
aspect of modern seduction with its fusion of influence from 
sport to street cultures.

Street and Sportwear influences with Clean design with refinded 
details moving into mainstream lingerie.

  Trend Observations

Boss

Sportmax

Jacquemu

Dion Lee

Alberta Ferretti

FENTY

BalenciagaBalenciaga

Luxe-leisure

Phillip Lim



Designed to be seen, Predominately for the youth market, Lingerie  
as outerwear should be styled as part of festival or holidays look
Sleep to Street looks continue to present new lounge and sleep 
opportunities.

fleur du mal

Kiki de montparnasse

  Trend Observations

Sleep to Street



The bralette continues to gain momentum for another season, and is a 
useful basic for summer layering. Opt for simple shaping – triangular 
cups and spaghetti straps – in either silk satins or delicate 
vintage-inspired lace for a more intricate look.

Dress-up Bralette
Fashion Shape

Livy ZARA

Love Stories 

La Perla

Kiki de montparnasse



Feminine, cropped camisoles have a vintage boudoir 
look and can be paired with briefs or cami knickers 
for a versatile lingerie or sleepwear item.

Cami Set
Fashion Shape

For love & lemonsLove storiesKiki de montparnasse Victoria’s Secret



CosabellaWe are HAHEtam Livy

Stay in the comfort zone, bodysuit designed as multiuse Day-to-night wearability added value.
Plunge neckline and Blouse style apparel become important for flirty summertime styling.
 

Bodysuit
Fashion Shape



ZARA
LivyFor love & lemonsWe are HAH For love & lemons

Another item confirming the move towards a more feminine aesthetic, 
bustier shirts and tops with sweetheart, square and U necklines are set to 
become a key versatile sleepwear item.

Bustier Top
Key Shape  & Detail



Use statement straps to update bestseller styles and elevate even 
the most basic silhouettes. 
Ruffle, spaghetti tie-Strap details plays into a gently romantic look 
and draw the eye up, balance shape and will flatter all body types.

Statement Straps
Trend Detail

Le Petit Trou Agent ProvocateurZARA



Innovative gore details add subtle newness to  
New Wire Knotted, Lace up,Graphic notches and keyholes 
continuing the popularity of feminine styles.

Creative Gores
Trend Detail

LonelyLivy

Livy

Women Secret

Lonely



Lace placement intersecting each other and create cut-out 
effects at cup, with the aids from wires and elastic as a 
frame.

Cross-chest design which brings additonal layer support with 
seductive illusion.

Cutout Placement
Trend Detail

Victoria SecretLonely 

Bordelle

Kiki de montparnasse
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Sheers  & Breathable
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Lace Bralette RangeFemme Dominance

Graphical Expression
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Luxe-Leisure

Bontanical NostalgiaLounge Bra Range
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Silk Road
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Dreamy Garden


